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Disclaimer

This document contains statements related to our future business and financial 

performance and future events or developments involving Siemens that may 

constitute forward-looking statements. These statements may be identified by 

words such as "expect," "look forward to," "anticipate," "intend," "plan," "believe," 

"seek," "estimate," "will," "project" or words of similar meaning. We may also 

make forward-looking statements in other reports, in presentations, in material 

delivered to shareholders and in press releases. 

In addition, our representatives may from time to time make oral forward-looking 

statements. Such statements are based on the current expectations

and certain assumptions of Siemens' management, of which many are beyond 

Siemens' control. These are subject to a number of risks, uncertainties and 

factors, including, but not limited to those described in disclosures, in particular in 

the chapter Risks in the Annual Report. 

Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should 

underlying expectations not occur or assumptions prove incorrect, actual results, 

performance or achievements of Siemens may (negatively or positively) vary 

materially from those described explicitly or implicitly in the relevant forward-

looking statement. 

Siemens neither intends, nor assumes any obligation, to update or revise these 

forward-looking statements in light of developments which differ from those 

anticipated. 

This document includes – in the applicable financial reporting framework not 

clearly defined – supplemental financial measures that are or may be alternative 

performance measures (non-GAAP-measures). These supplemental financial 

measures should not be viewed in isolation or as alternatives to measures of 

Siemens' net assets and financial positions or results of operations as presented 

in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework in its 

Consolidated Financial Statements. Other companies that report or describe 

similarly titled alternative performance measures may calculate them differently.

Due to rounding, numbers presented throughout this and other documents may 

not add up precisely to the totals provided and percentages may not precisely 

reflect the absolute figures.

All information is preliminary.

Financial publications are available for download at: 

www.siemens.com/ir

http://www.siemens.com/ir
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Together with our customers and partners, 

our aim is to set the benchmark in the way 

we electrify, automate and digitalize the 

world around us. 

Driven by ingenuity and our passion for 

engineering excellence, we are committed 

to a sustainable future for Australia and New 

Zealand.

Jeff Connolly,

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Siemens Australia & New Zealand
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Our purpose We serve society. We create value for 

all stakeholders.

We make real what 

matters. 

© Siemens 2020
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172 years

of innovation and 

ingenuity.

148 years

in Australia and 

New Zealand.

© Siemens 2020
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Since its founding, Siemens has shaped industrial revolutions

Industrie 1.0

Industrie 3.0

Industrie 4.0

Industrie 2.0

Digitalization –

Cyberphysical systems

Electricity – Introduction of 

assembly line

Steam power – Shift from 

manual to mechanical production

Electronics and IT – Automation 

of manufacturing

Founding of Siemens1847

Founding of Siemens in Australia1872

Founding of Siemens in New Zealand1876
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Our history in Australia and New Zealand

2014 

South Australia’s largest wind 

farm goes into operation

1872

First telegraph line from 

Darwin to Adelaide

1893

Australia’s first electric 

streetcar in Tasmania

1956

Australia’s first licensed 

television transmission

1977

Lights for the first night World 

Series Cricket match 

2003

Trains and trams for the 

Melbourne network

2013

South Australia’s  first electrified 

passenger train network

2007

Kogan Creek power station 

powers 1 million homes

1989

Automation and power systems 

for the ANZAC class frigates

2013

New Zealand’s HVDC Pole 3 

link is commissioned

2017-19

Over $1.5 billion of national 

software grants for universities

1995

World’s first filmless 

paediatric imaging in NSW

2015

Energy efficiency upgrades 

completed at the MCG

2018

Dulux Australia personalises 

mass paint production

2017

Energy efficiency preserves 

the past at Museums Victoria
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All figures refer to continuing operations as of 30 September 2019. 

Figures converted to Australian dollars from Euros

385,000
Employees

A$140 bn 
Revenue

190+ countries & 

regions
Operations

A global leader in 

Electrification, 

Automation and 

Digitalization.

© Siemens 2020



A local partner 

where you 

need it most. 

2,000 

employees 
across Australia and 

New Zealand.

A$ 2 billion 
worth of technology 

supplied to the local 

market.

A$1bn of equity and debt 

commitments
Supporting the ongoing growth and 

development of local businesses and public 

infrastructure.

All figures refer to continuing operations as of 30 September 2019 and are approximate.

© Siemens 2020
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Siemens
Healthineers

Siemens

Shareholders
Employees

Society

Customers

Partners

The Siemens Ecosystem

Siemens 
Energy



The great challenges 

of the present –

and our answers

© Siemens 2020
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Megatrends that are 

changing our World 

Globalization
In the time span of 20 years, global export volume 

has more than quadrupled. 

In 2018, goods worth US$19.5 trillion were exported.

Source: Statista, 2019

© Siemens 2020
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Our contribution to society

Global Economy

€250 bn
Contribution to global 

GDP

€26 bn
Contribution to 

financing of 

infrastructure

~190
Countries with active 

Siemens operations

© Siemens 2020

~$3.7 bn
Contribution of local 

operations linked to 

Australia’s GDP
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Our contribution to society

Employment

4.3 million
jobs supported through 

our contributions

2.2 million
thereof in developing 

countries

© Siemens 2020

29,000
jobs enabled by 

Siemens in Australia
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Megatrends that are 

changing our world

Urbanization
By 2050, nearly 68 percent of the world population 

will live in cities; today it's 55 percent. 

The population of cities worldwide is growing at a rate 

of about 50 million people per year.  Accordingly, 

investments in urban infrastructure are booming.

Source: United Nations, World Urbanization Prospects. The 2018 Revision, New York, published 2017 

© Siemens 2020
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Our contribution to society

Urban infrastructure

50 million
people are transported 

daily with the help of 

intelligent Siemens rail 

systems

> €2 bn
cost savings in 7,500 

buildings, resulting in 

10.5 million tons less 

CO2 emitted

#1
in Digital Grid business 

to intelligently connect 

decentralized energy 

systems

© Siemens 2020

~40%
of passenger trips

in Melbourne are taken

on Siemens trams
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Megatrends that are 

changing our world

Demographic 

change
By 2050, the world population will grow from 

7.7 billion today to 9.7 billion. 

The average life expectancy will be 77 years 

in 2050; today it’s 73 years.

Source: United Nations, World Population Prospects 2019.

© Siemens 2020
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Our contribution to society

Healthcare and 

education

~240,000
patients around the 

world get in touch with 

products from Siemens 

Healthineers every 

hour

1 million
students in over 70 

countries have been 

reached via “GO PLM” 

Siemens

© Siemens 2020
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Megatrends that are

changing our world

Climate change
At the UN Climate Conference in Paris in 2015, almost 

all nations of the world agreed to limit anthropogenic 

global warming to well under 2º centigrade.

The past decade was the hottest on record. Global 

warming has accelerated in the past five years; they are 

the five hottest years since record-keeping began.

Source: NASA’s Goddard's Global Surface Temperature Analysis

© Siemens 2020
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Our contribution to society

Environmental 

protection

637 million 
metric tons of CO2

emissions were curbed for 

customers with our 

environmental portfolio in 

FY2019.

By comparison, Australia’s 

emissions in 2019 were 

532 Mt CO2-e.

- 41%
CO2 emissions since 

2014

2030 goal:
All Siemens production 

sites and buildings 

worldwide will be 

carbon neutral
© Siemens 2020
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Megatrends that are 

changing our world

Digitalization
By 2025, the global volume of data will 

soar to 175 zettabytes. 

By 2025, 42 billion devices will be connected. 

Source: Seagate, International Data Corporation (IDC)

© Siemens 2020
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ServiceOperateDesign

Digitally optimized automation

MindSphere – the open IoT operating system

Digitally optimized electrification

IoT – Consulting & Integration

Siemens Software Siemens Digital Services

Digital Twin (products and infrastructure)

Our digital portfolio

~1.4 million
connected devices and 

systems via MindSphere

€10 bn
invested in digital companies 

in the past ten years

39,600
employees in 

digital jobs at 

Siemens

# 1
Siemens is largest industrial 

software company

Data

analysis

Cloud and

platforms

Cyber

security

Secure

networking

Simulation

tools

Artificial

intelligence

© Siemens 2020

Top 10
Siemens is one 

of the top 10 

software 

companies
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MindSphere: the cloud-based, open IIoT operating system

MindSphere
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MindSphere
Various cloud infrastructures: 

Public, private or on-premise

MindConnect
Secure plug and play connection 

of Siemens and third party products

MindApps
Developed by Siemens, OEMs, 

end customers and app developers
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charter-of-trust.de

1. Protect the data of individuals and companies

2. Prevent damage to people, companies and 

infrastructures

3. Establish a reliable foundation on which confidence 

in a networked, digital world can take root and grow

A joint initiative for a 

secure digital world 

© Siemens 2020



Setting the benchmark.

Our Strategy

© Siemens 2020
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Digitalization
A world connected by complex and 

heterogeneous systems

Globalization
Global competition impacts productivity and 

production locations

Urbanization
Cities intensify investment in infrastructure

Demographic change
Needs increase as populations

grow and age

Climate change
Greater resource efficiency in an electrified 

world

Vision 2020+

Our strategy

Megatrends

Our strategy

If you want to sustainably shape a company's 

future, you’ve got to provide answers to the 

following questions: How do you anticipate global 

changes? How do you remain the world leader in 

industrial digitalization? How will you achieve long-

term value creation? We provide answers with our 

Vision 2020+ company strategy.

WWW.SIEMENS.COM/STRATEGY
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Vision 2020+ 

Strategy concept for the industrial transformation 

Foster Ownership Culture and strengthen entrepreneurial focus

Value

2020 2021 20222019

Anticipate markets and trends

Leading in all businesses and 

shaping the transformationTransformation

Ultimate value creation

2023

Focus

Accountability

Adaptability

#RaisingTheBar
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Our 7 goals and how we measure our success

> 20% efficiency improvement of support functions in scope

+ 20% Global Business Services efficiency (fully optimized)5

Accelerated comparable revenue growth + 2 ppts. CAGR2 

Margin lift at Industrial Businesses + 2 ppts.

EPS growth > revenue growth1)1

> 50% of business HQs outside Germany4

> 20% improvement in customer satisfaction index3

Improvement in employee satisfaction index6

Live lean governance and 

drive continuous optimization

Sharpen business focus in E-A-D

Grow company value

Get closer to our markets

Be a partner of choice for our customers

Be an employer of choice

Ignite pride and passion for Siemens

through Ownership Culture 

Improvement of approval ratings in employee surveys for aspects of 

leadership, openness, diversity and innovation7

Goal KPI

1) on constant minority shareholdings



Ingenuity drives us.

Research & Development

© Siemens 2020
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1 In FY 2019; continuing operations; € 5.7 bn converted to Australian Dollars

2 Averaged in FY 2019. With beginning of FY 2018, part time employees are included to the full extent  

Cooperation with universities

Siemens is the European champion of patents

A$ 9.2 bn
R&D expenditures1

45,200
R&D employees2

6,850
Inventions1

3,750
Patent applications1

~55%
Engagement with 

Australian universities

6
Australian universities 

who have received 

software grants

© Siemens 2020

Research & Development

Siemens researchers are 

creating autonomous spider-

like robots that can work 

together to 3D-print 

structures on command.

© Siemens 2020
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Additive 

manufacturing

Autonomous 

robotics

Blockchain 

applications

Connected 

(e)mobility

Connectivity and 

edge devices

Cybersecurity Data analytics, 

artificial intelligence

Distributed 

energy systems

Energy storage Future of 

automation

Materials Power electronics Simulation and 

digital twin

Software systems 

and processes

The focus areas of our research and development
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Australian Made products for   

the rail industry

• There is growing demand for the products 

designed and manufactured at our facility in Port 

Melbourne and for the services provided by our 

rail specialists.

• MRX technology, an R&D bred company based 

in Perth and at the forefront of condition based 

maintenance for rail and rolling stock, joined the 

Siemens family in 2017 and is now selling its 

solutions in 20+ countries around the world.

Local Research & Development

Siemens Mobility

© Siemens 2020
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From start-up to scale up:

The home of FusesaverTM

• Siemens recently made a ~$25 million 

investment in a new Competence Centre in 

Yatala, Queensland.

• The facility manufactures local innovation 

Fusesaver, which is currently exported and used 

by energy utilities in over 30 countries to improve 

reliability of energy networks.

• A significant portion of the investment is 

earmarked to support the research and 

development of new products, like the recently 

released Compact Modular Recloser.

Local Research & Development

Overhead Medium 

Voltage Systems 

© Siemens 2020



We make real what 

matters.

Our contribution in Australia & 

New Zealand

© Siemens 2020
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Building skills for the future

The Aerotropolis is establishing a new high-skill jobs 

hub across aerospace and defence, manufacturing, 

healthcare, freight and logistic, agribusiness, 

education and research industries.

Access to cutting edge software

The MoU will give 25,000 students from the 

University of Technology Sydney access to new 

cutting-edge software, as part of a partnership to 

build a skilled workforce for the Western Sydney 

Aerotropolis.

Memorandum of Understanding

NSW State Government

© Siemens 2020
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Empowering the next generation

Software grants for 

Australian universities

Recipients include:
• Swinburne University of Technology

• University of Western Australia

• University of South Australia

• University of Queensland

• University of Technology Sydney

• University of Tasmania

Preparing for Industry 4.0
A strategic grant program of Siemens hi-tech 

industrial software, enabling students to develop 

future-ready skills and with a combined commercial 

value of more than A$1.5 billion.

© Siemens 2020
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Unique, local apprenticeship program

Developing real skills 

for real careers

Multi-award-winning program
The Industry 4.0 apprenticeship program combines 

classroom-based theoretical learning and practical 

on-the-job application of learning.

First-of-its-kind digital 

apprenticeship 
Launched by Siemens in 2017 in collaboration with 

Swinburne University of Technology and the 

Australian Industry Group (Ai Group), to train 

apprentices on digital skills needed in future.

© Siemens 2020
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A local MindSphere Application and 

Demonstration Centre 

University partnership

Engaging industry
Located at Swinburne University of Technology, the 

centre is unique in its industry and business 

engagement model in the tertiary sector – opening 

the campus to industry and businesses for co-

creation, while facilitating education and research.

MindSphere
MindSphere is a Siemens Industrial Internet of 

Things (IIoT) solution connecting products, plants, 

systems and machines to harness the wealth of data 

with advanced analytics.

© Siemens 2020
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The energy transition

The opportunities of a 

hydrogen economy

The Murchison Renewable 

Hydrogen Project 
Hydrogen Renewables Australia (HRA) has 

proposed the Murchison Renewable Hydrogen 

Project – a large scale (up to 5,000 MW) combined 

solar and wind farm to produce low-cost renewable 

hydrogen. 

Siemens is the proposed plant’s technology partner, 

and would supply modern electrolyser technology 

should the project proceed. 

© Siemens 2020
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Energy Performance Contracting

Solar panels switch on 

at Siemens HQ

Solar panels and smart sensors
Siemens’ Australian head office is now a smarter and 

more energy efficient building thanks to an Energy 

Performance Contract carried out by the Siemens 

Smart Infrastructure team.

Completed in September 2019, the project included 

the installation of a 98.7kW solar system, the 

addition of smart Internet of Things (IoT) sensors, an 

upgrade to the latest Siemens Building Management 

System, and an LED lighting replacement program.

It was financed by Siemens Real Estate through a 

global fund earmarked to be invested in energy 

efficiency projects across Siemens sites.

© Siemens 2020
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Our technology enables 

local companies to do 

amazing things…

© Siemens 2020
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Local innovation
Of the many novel innovations HeliMods has 

produced and delivered to market, both locally and 

internationally, one stands out for its transformational 

impact on patients and paramedics – the Powered 

Aero Loader™ (PAL™) for helicopters.

Theirstory
A local Queensland company founded in 2002 that 

has grown into a globally recognized aerospace 

technology specialist.

Our technology in action
HeliMods uses a suite of Siemens software to assist 

them with developing integrated solutions – from 

ideation to design and manufacture, service and 

disposal.

Our technology in action

HeliMods

© Siemens 2020
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Reducing bushfire risk
Following the Black Saturday bushfires, Powercor

was required to replace 1,062 legacy reclosers on 

their distribution lines with the latest technology. 

They needed an innovative solution that was cost-

effective, and quick to install and commission.

Theirstory
With about 90,000 kilometres of distribution lines, 

Powercor delivers electricity to about 780,000 homes 

and businesses in Victoria, Australia.

Our technology in action
Fusesaver™ - the world’s fastest circuit breaker -

was deployed by Powercor to improve the reliability 

and safety of its network. With the Remote Control 

Unit, the automatic closing function can be turned off 

on extreme risk fire days from the control centre.

Our technology in action

Powercor

© Siemens 2020
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A Sustainable City Campus
RMIT set out on an ambitious sustainability program 

to reduce energy, water use and carbon emissions. 

The program represented a commitment of AU$128 

million across its three campuses, with Siemens 

responsible for the works on the City campus.

Theirstory
RMIT’s City campus reflects the trends that have 

shaped Melbourne, as well as the university’s 

commitment to leading by example on sustainability. 

Our technology in action
Through a Siemens Energy Performance Contract, 

electricity usage will be reduced by 39%, with 16,500 

tons of CO2 saved per year. More than 17,000 data 

points are connected and the information analysed to 

maximize the performance of buildings on campus. 

Our technology in action

RMIT University

© Siemens 2020
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Tapping the potential
Craft breweries like KAIJU! are growing in popularity 

and showing exponential growth in their first few 

years of operation. In scaling up, the challenge is 

ensuring a consistent quality, requiring technology 

that can that automate and optimize production.

Theirstory
Established by brothers Nat and Callum Reeves, 

KAIJU! Beer is a range of hop-driven craft beer 

produced in Dandenong South, Victoria.

Our technology in action
Australian company DEACAM, together with 

Siemens, developed a new application called 

Fermecraft. It uses the latest Siemens technology, 

including MindSphere, to handle and visualize crucial 

data, leading to improved and consistent quality.

Our technology in action

KAIJU! Beer

© Siemens 2020
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Any colour desired
Dulux Australia wanted to ensure that their new 

factory would be future-proofed to respond quickly to 

the latest trends, create new business opportunities 

and remain at the leading edge of paint 

manufacturing well into the future.

Theirstory
Dulux is Australia’s most recognized paint brand and 

it is owned in the region by Dulux Australia, part of 

DuluxGroup. 

Our technology in action
Advanced automation and digitalization from 

Siemens has allowed Dulux to design a paint 

production process that can deliver the highest 

quality paint consistently, faster than ever before and 

with flexibility that allows incredible responsiveness.

Our technology in action

Dulux Australia

© Siemens 2020
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Exploring new frontiers of space 
As Rocket Lab continues to grow, the company is 

preparing to integrate all its design, engineering and 

production systems to establish an end-to-end digital 

thread that enables increased transparency and 

efficiency across various offices.

Theirstory
New Zealand-based company Rocket Lab is an 

aerospace manufacturer and the world’s leading 

small satellite launch service.

Our technology in action
Rocket Lab plans to implement Siemens hi-tech 

industrial software to help digitally manage the 

lifecycle needs of the business, including computer-

aided design (CAD) and manufacturing, Engineering 

Change and Document Management.

Our technology in action

Rocket Lab

© Siemens 2020
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Signalling a fresh start
The 12-month project replaced the region’s three 

signalling systems with one modern signalling 

interlocking system designed to increase reliability, 

effectively facilitate safe train movements and be 

easier to maintain. 

Theirstory
Queensland Rail has completed a $21.8 million 

project to upgrade the city of Bundaberg’s rail 

signalling system and seven level crossings. 

Our technology in action
The modern signalling interlocking system provided 

by Siemens included a distributed signalling system 

to improve reliability by ensuring dual redundancy for 

the power, network and location critical modules.  

This incorporated the upgraded WESTECT II ATP 

System to provide additional train safety in the area.

Our technology in action

Bundaberg Rail 

Signalling Upgrade

© Siemens 2020



Together, we deliver.

Our Culture
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The five elements of our Ownership Culture

Ownership 

Culture

Leadership
• Be bold, decisive and courageous

• Exemplify "Siemens matters"

• Motivate and engage

Values – Our foundation
• Responsible

• Excellent

• Innovative

People orientation
• Empowerment and trust

• Honesty, openness and 

collaboration

Equity
Support long-term, output 

and profit orientation

Behaviors
• Respect

• Focus

• Initiative and execution

© Siemens 2020
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300,000
Siemens employees are already 

shareholders of the company

© Siemens 2020
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Our commitment

Diversity & Inclusion

We strongly believe that diversity fuels ingenuity 

at Siemens, and that the encouragement of 

different ideas and approaches pushes Siemens 

to thrive.

This is supported by training programs, regular 

reviews of parental leave and flexible working 

guidelines, and an active diversity committee that 

plays an active role in identifying activities that 

can be rolled out across the organisation.

Inclusivity and diversity at Siemens is achieved 

through the provision of an environment of 

support and inclusion of all cultural backgrounds, 

ethnicities, sexual orientations, gender identities 

and characteristics.

Our 2019 diversity survey results:

• 87% believe they work in an inclusive 

environment

• We come from 65 different countries with over 

85 cultural backgrounds

• We speak 19 different languages and 49% of 

us speak a language other than English at 

home

• 67% of us have flexible working arrangements

• 20% spend up to 19 hours per week helping 

and supporting community and others in need

605 Survey Respondents in Australia and New Zealand© Siemens 2020
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Statement of Intent

Reconciliation Action 

Plan
Siemens is developing a ‘Reconciliation Action 

Plan’ to support our contribution to reconciliation 

both internally and in the communities in which 

we operate.

We recognise the importance of engaging with 

local indigenous communities in important 

projects and activities. A Statement of Intent has 

been developed to provide an overview of our 

approach and commitment to developing a 

‘Reconciliation Action Plan.’

The Siemens Statement of Intent can be found 

here: https://sie.ag/IndigenousSoI

© Siemens 2020
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Zero Harm Culture

Health and Safety

© Siemens 2020

Environmental Excellence in 

Technical Innovation: Inflatable 

Grit Blast Enclosure

This award-winning innovation helps 

reduce contaminates released into the 

air during onsite grit blasting by using a 

newly developed inflatable grit blasting 

enclosure that is well sealed, reusable 

and also much safer to erect.

Zero incidents –

it‘s achievable!

Our program "Zero Harm Culture@Siemens" follows 

three principles: 

Our employees are our greatest asset. It is why we want 

every single Siemens employee to be able to rely on a 

safe working environment at all times.

No compromises on health and 

safety! 

We take care of 

each other! 

© Siemens 2020
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> US$100 m
to support organizations and projects fighting 

corruption and fraud

Our culture

Compliance

Highestrankings
in Dow Jones Sustainability Index in the category 

“Compliance“ since 2009

> 100,000
web-based Compliance trainings of 

employees each year, averaged

© Siemens 2020
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Company set-up

* Siemens Energy part of discontinued operations since Q2/20 

Partial spin-off of Siemens Energy planned; Siemens Energy holds about 67% of the voting rights at Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy

Service Companies (Financial Services, Global Business Services, Real Estate Services)

Corporate Development (e.g. Siemens Advanta, Corporate Technology, Next47, Portfolio Companies)

Governance units

Smart 
Infrastructure

Digital 
Industries

Siemens 
Mobility

Siemens Siemens Energy* Siemens Healthineers
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Smart Infrastructure

Smart grids + smart buildings = smart infrastructure.

Smart Infrastructure brings together energy systems –

from the intelligent control across the grid to medium-

voltage distribution system, through a broad range of 

low-voltage and control products, to the point of 

consumption – with Siemens’ broad portfolio of building 

technologies. We support utilities, building customers 

and industries with a wide range of applications.

At the point of connection between the grid and buildings 

– at the grid edge – there are exciting nascent markets 

including prosumption, electric vehicle infrastructure, 

energy storage and microgrids.

We will combine physical solutions and digitalization 

across the focus areas of electrification and automation.

© Siemens 2020
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The advancing digitalization, in tandem with the 

increasing flexibilization of production processes, 

provides new opportunities and choices for industrial 

companies all across the globe. Digital Industries 

supports our customers in unlocking the full potential: as 

a partner providing cutting-edge technologies for the 

automation and digitalization of the discrete and process 

industries.

The Digital Enterprise portfolio is at the core of our offer. 

It provides companies of all sizes with the right products, 

along with consistent solutions and services for the 

integration and digitalization of the entire value chain.

As an innovation leader, we think ahead to the next level 

of digital transformation – and integrate cutting-edge 

technologies such as artificial intelligence, edge 

computing, industrial 5G, autonomous handling systems, 

blockchain and additive manufacturing into our portfolio.

Digital Industries

© Siemens 2020
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Siemens Mobility

The efficient, safe and environmentally friendly 

transportation of people and goods by rail and road –

Mobility bundles all of Siemens' transportation-related 

products, solutions and services.

Advanced networked and IT-based mobility solutions 

and comprehensive know-how are increasing 

infrastructure availability, optimizing 

route use and raising travel quality to new levels –

by rail, on the road, or across multiple modes 

of transportation.

© Siemens 2020
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© Siemens 2020

Siemens Energy

Siemens Energy is the global 

energy business of the 

Siemens group. With planned 

stock listing, Siemens’ energy 

business will operate 

independently as Siemens 

Energy in the future. 

It offers broad expertise across 

the energy value chain, along 

with a comprehensive portfolio 

for utilities, independent power 

producers, transmission system 

operators, the oil and gas 

industry, and other energy-

intensive industries. With its 

products, solutions, systems, 

and services, Siemens Energy 

addresses the extraction, 

processing, and transport of oil 

and gas as well as power and 

heat generation in central and 

distributed thermal power 

plants, and power transmission 

and technologies for the energy 

transformation, including 

storage and sector-coupling 

solutions. The majority stake in 

Siemens Gamesa Renewable 

Energy round out its future-

oriented portfolio. With its 

commitment to leading the way 

in decarbonization of the global 

energy system, Siemens 

Energy is a partner of choice for 

companies, governments, and 

customers on their path to a 

more sustainable future. With 

around 91,000 employees 

worldwide, Siemens Energy 

helps shape the energy 

systems of today and tomorrow. 

Siemens Energy is a registered trademark licensed by Siemens AG.
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The listed Siemens Healthineers enables healthcare 

providers around the world to deliver high-quality patient 

care. As a leading global healthcare company, we're 

continuously developing our portfolio, expanding our 

medical imaging and laboratory diagnostics offerings 

and augmenting them with a growing range of 

healthcare management, consulting and IT services –

such as advanced therapeutic solutions and molecular 

in-vitro diagnostics.

Siemens Healthineers is proactively developing its 

digital healthcare services. We help customers succeed 

in today's dynamic healthcare market by creating new 

business models that maximize opportunities and 

minimize risks for healthcare providers.

Siemens Healthineers

© Siemens 2020
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The Financial Services Division helps enterprise 

customers implement investment projects by providing 

project-related and structured financing 

as well as leasing and equipment financing. 

The success of Financial Services is based on a unique 

combination of risk management competence, 

technological expertise and reliable financial resources. 

Through our international network of SFS companies, we 

provide – subject to country-specific legal requirements –

a broad range of financial solutions.

1 As of September 30, 2019. As of the beginning of fiscal 2018, part-time employees are included 

to the full extent rather than proportionally; prior-year information on a comparable basis.

Financial Services

© Siemens 2020
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Under the umbrella of the Portfolio Companies, Siemens 

has bundled several units which operate independently 

since April 1, 2019. The six Portfolio Companies employ 

around 21,500 people. They currently generate 

approximately €5 billion in revenue. The units are agile 

and flexible; they are decentralized, with fast decision-

making and reaction times. This enables them to be 

more competitive in their respective markets with more 

focus on their customers. 

Large Drives Applications and Mechanical Drives are 

some of the Portfolio Companies active in Australia and 

New Zealand.

Portfolio Companies

© Siemens 2020
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Siemens Advanta

Siemens Advanta enables companies to unlock the 

digital future by offering end -to -end support on their 

unique digitalization journey. A key differentiator of 

Siemens Advanta is the unrivalled combination of deep 

domain knowledge, the strong Siemens technology 

stack and a powerful ecosystem of partners around the 

globe. With the units Siemens Advanta Consulting, 

Solutions and Development, its services range from 

strategy & operations consulting, to design & 

prototyping, platform solutions and data services, 

software and applications development to 

implementation and operation. Siemens Advanta cares 

for clients individually, creating a tailored digitalization 

journey designed to meet the specific needs of each 

client – end-to-end with all capabilities out of one hand.
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Next47 is an independent, global venture firm backed by 

Siemens AG. We combine capital with hands-on 

business development capabilities that help our portfolio 

companies grow revenue through the Siemens 

ecosystem. Next47 works with start-ups that use deep 

and frontier technologies such as artificial intelligence, 

augmented and virtual reality, cybersecurity, autonomous 

driving, IoT, robotics, and advanced manufacturing to 

solve the most difficult and fundamental industry 

challenges facing Siemens and Siemens customers.  

Next47 is also an enabler of “intrapreneurialism” within 

Siemens. The Next47 Accelerator, a program built in 

partnership with Alchemist, aims to identify and nurture 

big, breakthrough ideas within Siemens with the goal of 

empowering internal talent to create new business 

opportunities for the company. 

Next47 powered

by Siemens

© Siemens 2020
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Contact

Further information and resources

For enquiries please contact 

Siemens Australia Head Office.

885 Mountain Highway

Bayswater, Victoria 3153

Australia

Ph: 137 222 

Ph: +61 3 9721 2000 

E-mail: customercare.au@siemens.com

facebook.com/SiemensAustralia

twitter.com/Siemens_Aus

linkedin.com/company/siemens

mailto:customercare.au@siemens.com

